
Chapter 4

Atomic Theory & Structure 



Chemistry History

• 400BC Democritus
• Defined the atom (natures basic particle)

• Atom is Greek for “indivisible”

• Aristotle didn’t believe in the atom

• 1700’s experiments proved that elements 

were a substance that couldn’t be 

broken down
• Evidence to support the idea of the atom



Chemistry History
• 1818 John Dalton (English)

• Set the foundation for Atomic Theory

• Dalton’s Atomic Theory:

1. Element are made of tiny particles called atoms.

2. All atoms of a given element are identical 

3. The atoms of a given element are different from those of any 
other element . 

4. Atoms of one element can combine with atoms of other elements 
to form compounds. A given compound always has the same 
relative numbers and types of atoms. 

5. Atoms are indivisible in chemical processes. That is, atoms are not 
created or destroyed in chemical reactions. A chemical reaction 
simply changed the way the atoms are grouped together.  

• He was able to relate atoms to measurable property of mass

• Linked: Law of Conservation of Mass- “mass can neither be created 
or destroyed.” total mass reactants = total mass of products. 

Law of Definite Proportions

*compounds have the same elements in the same 
proportions by mass

Law of Multiple Proportions

*ratio of elements are always small whole numbers



Chemistry History

Modern Atomic Theory

1.  All matter is composed of atoms

2.  Atoms of one element differ in 

properties from atoms of another 

element



Discovery of the Atom

Atom

– smallest particle of an element that retains the 

chemical properties of that element



Discovery of the Atom

Late 1800’s
-experiments started looking at electricity and matter

-Cathode Ray Tube

Electron



Discovery of the Atom

Late 1800’s
-experiments started looking at electricity and matter

-Cathode Ray Tube

1. different gases glow with different colors

2. part of the glass tube opposite the cathode glows

3. an object placed between the cathode and opposite end 

casts a shadow on the glass

4. a paddle wheel between the electrode rolls along on its 

rails from the cathode towards the anode

5. Cathode rays are deflected by magnetic field (like wire 

carrying electricity know to be negative)

6. rays are deflected away from a negative electrode

Electron



Discovery of the Atom

1897 Sir Joseph John Thomson
-cathode rays consist of negatively charged particles

- an element can be made to emit tiny negative particles (repelled 

by negative end of electric field) 

-concluded subatomic particles that are negatively charged are 

called electrons

-realized that there was a very large charge for such a small mass

1909 Robert Millikan
-proved the mass of an electron to be about one two 

thousandth the mass of a H atom

-famous experiment called the Millikan Oil Drop Experiment

*since Millikan, more accurate experiments have shown the e-

to have a mass of 9.109x10-31 or 1/1837 the mass of H

Electron



Discovery of the Atom

Based on experiments dealing with electrons it was 

concluded….

1.  Since atoms have no charge (neutral), 

they must have some positive 

charge

2. Because electron mass is so much 

smaller than the mass of the 

element, there must be something to 

account for the mass

Electron



Discovery of the Atom- Nucleus 

• 1910 -William Thompson (Lord Kelvin) – Plum 

pudding model 

– atom like a pudding  of positive charge with 

enough negative electrons scattered within to 

counterbalance positive charge. 



Atomic Nucleus

1911 Ernest Rutherford

-Gold Foil Experiment

*considered for 2 years

*concluded repulsion area in 

very small amount of space 

is densely packed

Atom is mostly empty space. 

Nucleus – positively charged, dense portion 

of atom that has almost all mass 

but only fraction of space (nuclear atom) 



Atomic Nucleus

Rutherford proved that the atom is mostly empty 

space. 

To visualize the size of an atom….. 

if the nucleus was the size of a dime, then 

the radius would be the size of half the 

football field. (or put a dime on the 50 

yard line and make a circle that stretches 

to each end zone.



Atomic Nucleus

Proton

-subatomic particle that has a positive charge equal in 

magnitude to the negative charge of an electron

mass = 1.673x10-27kg

1932 (Rutherford & Chadwick) Neutrons

-electrically neutral subatomic particle

mass = 1.675x10-27kg

Nuclear Forces

-short range forces that holds the nucleus together



Atomic Nucleus

Symbols

Relative

Electric 

Charge

Actual 

Mass

(kg)

Relative 

Mass

Mass 

Number

Electron e- -1 9.109x10-31 .0005486 0

Proton p+ +1 1.673x10-27 1.007276 1

Neutron no 0 1.675x10-27 1.008665 1

What make atoms of different elements have different chemical 
properties?? ---- Electrons (number and how arranged) 



Counting Atoms

Atomic Number (Z)

-number of protons

*is different for every element

*what determines the element

Mass Number

-total number of protons and neutrons

Element Name-mass number

Uranium-235



Counting Atoms

Uranium-235 p+ = 

e- =

no =

92 

92

??143

mass # - atomic # = # neutrons

(p+ & no) - (p+)     =      (no)

235   - 92      =      143



Counting Atoms

Question:  If mass numbers are protons 1, neutrons 

1 and electrons 0, how can there be decimals 

for the atomic masses?

Isotopes

-atoms of the same element that have different 

masses

* although isotopes have different masses, they do not 

differ significantly in their chemical behavior



Counting Atoms

Symbols

Number

Protons

Number

Electrons

Number

Neutrons

Hydrogen-1 1 1 0

Hydrogen-2 1 1 1

Hydrogen-3 1 1 2

Helium-3 2 2 1

Helium-4 2 2 2



Counting Atoms

Question:  What is the mass of one oxygen-16 

atom?

2.657x10-23g

.00000000000000000000002657g

Because masses are so small, must use……

Relative Atomic Mass

Standard – 1 amu (atomic mass unit)

* exactly 1/12 the mass of a carbon-12 atom



Counting Atoms

Average Atomic Masses

-the weighted average of the atomic masses of 

the naturally occurring isotopes of an element

Σ1
n (Percent of natural isotope x amu)

Ex:  If you have 46 marbles that are 3.75g and 54 marbles that are 

4.25g, what is the average mass of a marble?

(.46x3.75g) + (.54x4.25g)

1.725g + 2.295g

4.02g



Counting Atoms

Ex:  If you have 7 marbles that are 1.50g and 13 marbles that are 

1.80g, what is the average mass of a marble?

(.35x1.50g) + (.65x1.80g)

0.525g + 1.17g

1.70g

What is a dozen?

*a counting number

The Mole is the same for Chemistry



Counting Atoms

Mole

-the amount of a substance that contains as many 

particles as there are atoms in exactly 12g of 

carbon-12

1 mole = 6.0221367x1023

6.0221367x1023 is called Avogadro’s Number

*use 6.022x1023



Counting Atoms

Molar Mass

-mass of one mole of an element

1 mol He = 6.022x1023 atoms He = 4.00g He

1 mol C = 6.022x1023 atoms C = 12.01g C

1 mol Ag = 6.022x1023 atoms Ag = 107.87g Ag

*always round atomic masses to two decimal places



Formulas of Compounds 

Compound: a distinct substance that is composed 

of atoms of two or more elements and always 

contains exactly the same relative masses of 

those elements. 

- always contains same relative number of 

atoms of each element 

Express molecules and compounds using the 

chemical formula. 

Rules: 1. Each atom is represented by element 

symbol (first letter capitalized) 

2. The number of atoms of each element is 

represented as a subscript following the 


